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ordering power: contentious politics and authoritarian ... - book ordering power: contentious politics
and authoritarian leviathans in southeast asia. beginning with the assertion that no country can be ruled by a
single, unified political elite, he argues that any regime hoping to stay in power requires support from the
various influential upper classes. what do we know about authoritarianism after ten years? - dan slater,
ordering power: contentious politics and authoritarian leviathans in southeast asia, new york, cambridge
university press, 2010. after two decades in which democratization was pretty much the only game in town,
the study of authoritarian regimes has recently become one of the hottest subﬁelds in comparative politics.
preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for ... - ordering power contentious politics and
authoritarian leviathans in southeast asia cambridge studies in comparative politics preparing the books to
read every day is enjoyable for many people. dan slater - college of lsa - dan slater university of michigan
department of political science 5700 haven hall, 505 s. state street ann arbor, mi 48109 ... ordering power:
contentious politics and authoritarian leviathans in southeast asia. cambridge university press, 2010
(cambridge studies in comparative politics). dan slater - political science - ordering power: contentious
politics and authoritarian leviathans in southeast asia. cambridge university press, 2010 (cambridge studies in
comparative politics). southeast asia in political science: theory, region, and qualitative analysis (co-edited
with erik kuhonta and tuong vu). our world [pdf] ancient historiography on war and empire - ordering
power: contentious politics and authoritarian leviathans in southeast asia (cambridge studies in comparative
politics) like the postcolonial world more generally, southeast asia exhibits tremendous variation in state
capacity and authoritarian durability. ordering power draws on theoretical insights dating southeast asia:
strong-state democratization in malaysia ... - strong-state democratization in malaysia and singapore dan
slater dan slater is associate professor of political science at the university of chicago. he is the author of
ordering power: contentious politics and authoritarian leviathans in southeast asia (2010) and coeditor of
southeast asia in political science: theory, region, and qualitative [pdf] the historical geography of
europe, volume 2 ... - the fountains of san francisco. i may be divorced, but i aint dead! how to thrive after
divorce, the historical geography of europe, volume 2..., ordering power: contentious politics and authoritarian
leviathans in part i the puzzles and arguments - assets - 6 ordering power my logic is perhaps most
eloquently expressed by the quotations that opened this book. challenging and threatening outbreaks of
contentious politics can
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